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WHERE THERE’S A WILL...

ince I last wrote a column in
these pages the ﬁnals of the
Young Magician of The Year
2019 have taken place. The
competition is open to young
magicians, not exclusively YMC
Members, but it was wonderful to
see a number of YMC Members
performing in the ﬁnals. Much is
often made of the fact that the
past winners of the competition
have gone on to great success, but
something that is less often talked
about is that, in fact, ﬁnalists in
general have often had great
careers in magic. What is more
than that, even some of those who never made it past the ﬁrst round of
auditions have gone on to enjoy plenty of involvement in the magic world.
How do I know? Well when I was a YMC Member I entered and failed to
get any further than the ﬁrst round of audition (quite rightly, now that I
look back on the magic I was doing at that point)! So whether you won
the competition, or didn’t make it past the ﬁrst round, well done for taking
part and do try and use the experience to work out at least one thing you
can improve with your magic. If you do that then you will still be a winner.
This month’s edition of Cover Conjurers is one that presents a few
connections to the YMC. Most obviously Richard Young, who produces
The Magician’s Podcast, regularly hosts on-stage interviews at our oneday convention J-Day. Less obviously, David berglas may well be
responsible for a great many of your interests in magic! David is famous
around the world for his astonishing contributions to magic and
mentalism (so much so that he was awarded an MbE for his work in
conjuring), and one of his sons, Marvin, has also had a big impact on
magic. The main way this has happened is through his success selling
magic kits and tricks to the public. In fact, I suspect that almost every
reader of these pages has one of his products at home. If you haven’t put
two and two together yet, he is Marvin berglas of Marvin’s Magic fame!
Finally, this month we feature two tricks from Ian Adair, both of which
use something he recently discovered in his local craft shop. As you read
(and have a go at) the tricks he explains, try and think about how he has
used the same new objects to create two very different routines, one
classical magic and one mind-reading. A great way to develop new magic
tricks is to take a prop that you have for one trick and then to try and
think about what other magic you could perform with it. Give it a try …
you might just be surprised by what you come up with.

Dr Will Houstoun MIMC
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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KEVIN’S COLUMN

news
YMOTY Winner!

The ﬁnal of the Young Magician
of the Year was held in early April
at The Magic Circle
Headquarters, with a line-up
featuring several YMC
Members: Adam black, Ryan
Jackson, Theo Mellor, Robbie Stevens,
zach Weaver and Amos Wollen. In
the event Robbie was placed third,
Ryan came in second place and
Adam black won the
competition.
Congratulations to
all who took part.
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Then in 2014, a magician, Mat Franco, won America’s Got
Talent and Cowell suddenly became aware that magicians
could have quite a following. It is said that he declared that he
wanted a good magician to feature in the next season of
Britain’s Got Talent. It was the perfect time for Canadian
magician Darcy Oake to enter with his daring and dangerous
illusions. Simon Cowell loved him and, sure enough, he got
through to the ﬁnal.
Then, in 2015, it was time for another magician to make it
through to the ﬁnal. Our very own favourite Jamie Raven doing
a dealer standard Cardtoon under the noses of the judges
gained a place in the ﬁnal. Prior to 2014, we at The Magic Circle
had advised magicians not to go in for BGT as their record had
been making magicians a laughing stock. Suddenly, it was now
cool to do magic on BGT.
Then it happened. It was 2016 and a serving member of Her
Majesty’s Forces (and of The Magic Circle) took to the stage and
went on to not only get into the ﬁnals but to be the ﬁrst
magician to win the talent show here in britain! The routine

BLACKPOOL 2020

If you are the kind of
magician who likes going to
conventions and planning
ahead then the 2020 dates
for the blackpool Magic
Convention have
been announced as
14 – 16 February 2020,
along with the ﬁrst headline
act. Uri Geller will talk about his incredible life and work
followed by a Q&A session. To book visit
www.blackpoolmagicconvention.com

Error!
Gremlins crept into the
last issue of Secrets
and an incorrect picture
was published. An
image of Jacob Allen
appeared for the
workshops under-14s
winner when it should
have been of Jake
Allen. Apologies to
Jacob and Jake, and
here is the correct
image of the February
Under-14s Winner, Jake
Allen!

Photo: Kevin Doig

B

ritain’s Got Talent

has become a
fantastic
showcase for
british magicians. When
the show ﬁrst started,
Simon Cowell (who
basically owns the
show) made no secret of
the fact that he didn’t
like magicians. Early
seasons of the show
(which used to highlight
bad acts far more than it
does now) used to show
magicians in a very bad
light. The show used to have entire episodes of the worst acts and
one year it had a whole section of really bad magicians or, worse,
some of our ﬁnest magicians where something went wrong.

that did this featured
a storyline involving
another member of
The Magic Circle,
second World War
veteran Fergus
Ankorn.
2017 saw another
magician get through
to the ﬁnal, the
delightful 9-year-old
Izzy Simpson who was
our special guest at JDay. No magicians in
the ﬁnal last year,
Izzy Simpson
2018, although we
saw Marc Spelmann, also a J-Day guest, get the
Golden buzzer guaranteeing him to get through to
the live semi-ﬁnals.

Then came this year, 2019. At the time of writing this column
I have just seen all the semi-ﬁnals. Unfortunately, the deadline
for me to send it to Will has passed so I don’t know the winner
but, boy, have we magic fans got a treat in the ﬁnals? Four
magic acts have got through including X, Jonathan Goodwin,
ben Hart and magic boyband 4MG. ben Hart is, of course,
known to all of us and is a past Member of YMC. but the
greatest excitement for us is that 4MG includes one of our
current Members – and mentor – Joshua Hennes. That’s great!
Good luck Josh.
by the time you read this, you’ll know the result but as I write
I have my ﬁngers tightly crossed for both ben and 4MG. Yes,
it’s another great year for magic on bGT.
Enjoy your magic!

what’s on at the circle

Full details of all public events and booking rates can be found at www.themagiccircle.co.uk

T

Close-Up Magic at The Magic Circle
13 June, 28 June, 11 July, 26 July

his event showcases some of the best close-up magicians
available and audiences get to meet the performers and
experience the magic in the intimate setting of the
headquarters of the world-famous The Magic Circle in
London, often taking part themselves. An amazing collection of
close-up magicians presenting superlative magic right before
your very eyes. Seeing is believing!
Doors open 7pm, event starts at 7.30pm and ﬁnishes at
approximately 9.30pm.
All shows are of a universal nature and young enthusiasts are
welcomed, over the age of ten.

E

History and Mystery at The Magic Circle
10 June

njoy a visit to the House of 10,000 Secrets with a unique
experience at The Headquarters of The Magic Circle. be
enthralled by tales of past Masters of Magic during a
guided tour of the building which houses priceless
treasures, memorabilia and magical posters. Make a wish while
turning three times on The Magic Circle emblem beneath the
magniﬁcent staircase which leads to the Devant Room,
displaying unique apparatus of the past. Marvel at the handpainted murals on the staircase depicting magic from its early
beginnings to the present day.
Enjoy some entertaining close-up magic presented by a skilled
member of The Magic Circle and a unique live magic performance
At Home with The Magic Circle
in our fully equipped theatre which includes a hearing loop.
4 June, 18 June
Doors open 11am, event starts at 11.30am and lasts two hours,
regular evening of mystery and wonder featuring some of which leaves plenty of time to explore the rest of London.
the club’s top magicians. This event features history,
Suitable for ages fourteen and above.
close-up and stage entertainment.
Doors open at 7pm and the Club Room bar and museum
are open. Parlour magic begins at 7.30pm.
During the interval, The Magic Circle museum and the Club
Room bar are open once again and you’ll have a chance to
explore the fabulous headquarters. Then it’s time for a dazzling
show in The Magic Circle theatre to ﬁnish off your evening.
Individuals can book online.
Suitable for ages fourteen and above.

A
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T

his month we don’t have any Workshop
reports, because our reporters are all busy
studying for their school exams (Magic is
wonderful, but sometimes you have to put
your schoolwork ﬁrst!). Next issue we will be
back with our regular Workshop feature…

YMC WORKSHOP
DATES 2019
Saturday 15 June 2019
Saturday 13 July 2019 *
Saturday 14 September 2019
J-Day heats. *
Sunday 20 October 2019 J-Day.
Saturday 23 November 2019
Mentors Day. *
Nb All dates with* are Ali bongo
show dates.
For Members only. Workshop fee
£10.00 paid on the day. Workshops will
run from 11am – 4pm and will be held
at The Magic Circle HQ
(address on page three).
be sure to bring packed lunch
(drinks will be provided free), a deck of
cards, notebook and a pen as minimum
requirements for the day.
Please note: you must register in
advance for each workshop when you
receive the email opening registration
(normally one week before the
workshop). You will receive conﬁrmation
that you have successfully gained a place.
Email:
chairman@youngmagiciansclub.com

If you would like to report on a Young
Magicians Club Workshop e-mail me
at editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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PAUL GORDON

wonders
from the
workshops

T

his is an update
with a better
ending of The
Curse of Scotland
from my book, Pack
Up Your Cards, Vol.
3. The actual routine
is at the end of this
preamble. There are
many reasons why the
Nine of Dia- monds is
known as a cursed card. Here are a few which you can use in
your patter:

l In the once-popular game, Pope Joan, the Nine of Diamonds
was called the Pope, the antichrist of Scottish Reformers.
l The Nine of Diamonds was the chief card in the game,
Cornette, introduced into Scotland by the unhappy Queen
Mary.
l The order for the Massacre of Glencoe was signed on the
back of the 9D.
l It is derived from the nine lozenges that formed the arms
of the Earl of Stair, who was especially loathed for his
connection with the Massacre of Glencoe and the union with
England.
l Lord Justice Clerk Ormistone became universally hated in
Scotland and was called the Curse of Scotland. Therefore,
when ladies encountered the Nine of Diamonds at cards, they
called it Justice Clerk.
l Nine diamonds were at one time stolen from the crown of
Scotland, and a tax was levied on the Scottish people to pay
for them. The tax got the nickname, “The Curse of Scotland.”

trick

The Curse of Scotland Returns

The only requisite is to cull the Nine of Diamonds to the top
of the deck. Patter about the Curse of Scotland and the Nine
of Diamonds (using themes suggested above) as you
jogshufﬂe the deck. Say, “Let’s try something. Let’s spell the
dreaded phrase.” Here you spell and deal one card per letter
(reversing their order) to the table, C-u-r-s-e-O-f-S-c-o-t-l-a-n-d
(ﬁfteen letters and ﬁfteen cards). Pick the packet up, and
place the deck aside; it’s not required again. Say, “In
Scotland, when they shufﬂe a small packet of cards,
they shufﬂe like this.” Here you perform a slip
shufﬂe, retaining the 9D on the bottom.
Finally, perform a duck and deal (ﬁrst card
to the bottom of the packet). The last
card remaining will be the dreaded
Nine of Diamonds. Reveal it with
ﬂair! This routine is a simple
bit of ﬂuff, but fun ﬂuff!
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Ryan Jackson

Adam Black
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Reported by Charlie Burgess

s

n 11-year-old boy stands, in anorak, tracksuit bottoms and
trainers, in front of a blue door looking rather awkwardly at the
camera. It was 2012 and Adam black, who had just started his
interest in magic, had made the long journey south from his
home in Dunblane. The door was that of The Magic Circle.
Fast forward seven years to this April. Now a conﬁdent 18-year-old
young man, Adam strode conﬁdently through those same blue doors
and was crowned The Young Magician of the Year after a thrilling
evening involving six ﬁnalists. Overall is was a marvelous show for
those lucky enough to be in the packed theatre and a wonderful
advertisement for the The Young Magicians Club, so ably run by Kevin
Doig. It was only unfortunate that there were no young women
among the contenders.
but, as The Magic Circle President, Scott Penrose, himself having
come third in the competition in 1985, who presented the Derrick
Speight trophy to Adam, said: “It’s great to see so much fresh magic
and the magicians of the future compete for this wonderful trophy.
Adam will no doubt have a great future following in the footsteps of
some of the many others who have gone on to establish a great career.”
He seems to be already on his way. Since those pre-teen days Adam
has become no stranger to performing, and winning awards. He has
been greatly helped by his dad, Ian, the secretary of their local Forth
Valley Magic Circle. He said afterwards: “My dad is a huge inﬂuence
for most of what I do. He doesn’t perform a lot, but he knows an
awful lot about it. He does theatre tech and stuff like that.”
Adam entered the competition two years ago without success.
“They said I wasn’t quite magical enough, so I put more magic into it
this year,” he said. He certainly did. He combined his love of the
Rubik’s cube, and his ability to solve it in seconds, with magic in a
mesmerising set. The Rubik’s people have already ‘discovered’ Adam,
using him to entertain guests at a London event and asking him to
host a workshop.
He opened with a book vanishing in a shower of confetti. “It was
kind of my dad’s idea,” he said. He followed this with Cardiographic
by Martin Lewis, then solving the cube behind his back, a jack box
routine based on Harry Potter and then Isolated, Kieron Johnson’s
signed cube in a jar. Adam said he was honoured to have helped
Kieron develop the trick while stressing that it was entirely Kieron’s
idea.
As to the future, Adam said that if he can make it work he would
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love to do magic. He plans to continue with the Rubik’s cube
and see what he can do with it. In the meantime, he’s off to
study events management at university. His fellow students
have been warned…
It took the judges, Geoffrey Durham, Moira Fletcher, Oliver
Tabor and Anthony Owen, a while to come to their decision
because the competition was ﬁerce.
From the moment compere Darren McDonald got things
going and 15-year-old Theo Mellor sprang down the aisle
dressed as a football to kick things off, as it were, we were in
for a treat. Theo, who was commended by the judges, said his
act was in celebration of last year’s World Cup. Finely scripted,
he adapted several well-known tricks to his football theme
and ﬁnished with a player’s predicted name being written
on his shirt.
Next up was Robbie Stevens, a 14-year-old from Norwich, who
ﬁnished third. Again, a well-scripted performance saw Robbie
play a version of Russian roulette with a shaken-up Coke bottle,
ready to explode at any moment, and a neat play on
Christopher Wiehl’s Rip, a torn and restored card
effect. He’s one to watch and he has two more

goes at this biennial event before he reaches the age limit.
Then there was the multi-talented zach Weaver, aged 14,
who as well as being a magician is a DJ (stage name
zachAttack) and co-author of a detective book for 8-14 year
olds. In his dinner jacket he looked the part for his mindreading routine.
Amos Wollen comes from Kent and his mentor is Etienne
Pradier who lives nearby. Amos’s routine was a clever one. by
putting his arm into the arm of a coat on a stand he was able
to give the coat a life of its own as he mimed a love story. He
got the idea from a Charlie Chaplin ﬁlm.
Last up was Ryan Jackson with a very strong and formal
routine of classics. Gypsy thread done with a balloon on a
string, cards in balloon, a rope effect and cups and balls. It was
no surprise that he vied for top place, ﬁnishing second.
Sadly, for him, and the others, it was Adam who got the
prize of four years free Membership of The Magic Circle
and a trip to Las Vegas to learn under the tutelage of
Jeff Mcbride at his Magic and Mystery School. but
all of us who were there gained from watching
everyone perform.

Robbie Stevens

Amos Wollen
Zach Weaver
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IAN ADAIR

trick
E

STICKS IN A TRICK

ver since I
purchased an
inexpensive
packet of coloured
craft match-sticks I’ve
been using them to
create magic effects.
This one only uses a
few and can be
regarded as a ‘quickie’
type of trick, of the
kind suitable for closeup work. It also features a ‘sucker’ climax.

a spectator opens the envelope, the red stick has vanished
and, in its place, is another yellow one. The missing red stick
reappears in the performer’s pocket.

From inside an envelope, three single-coloured matchsticks,
two yellow and one red, are scattered onto the table surface.
The envelope is now shown empty and can be examined. All
the matchsticks are returned to the envelope and then the
two yellow sticks are visibly removed, leaving the red. When

It is best that you present this effect whilst wearing
a jacket.

Effect

Requirements

X Two yellow craft matchsticks.
X One red craft match.
X One ‘gaffed’ stick consisting of two matchsticks (one red
and one yellow). Using a spot of Super Glue attach the
ends of these sticks together so they overlap by about one
quarter of their length.
X A small envelope. The one I use is square,
measuring 5”x 5”.
X A pocket handkerchief.

s
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Set-up

Neatly fold the handkerchief and insert it into your righthand jacket pocket. This will act as a ‘divider.’ Place the
‘gaffed’ stick (red/yellow) on one side of the folded
handkerchief. The opposite side is left empty at this stage.
The two genuine yellow sticks are placed inside the
envelope together with the genuine red one.

Working and Presentation

Hand the envelope to a spectator, requesting him to open
it and tilt it over the table surface. All three coloured
sticks will drop onto the table. bring attention to the fact
that two are yellow, the odd one out being red. Have the
sticks replaced inside the envelope. State that you will
make the odd red stick magically vanish and then
reappear back inside. Reach inside the envelope and
bring out the red stick, display it and place it into your
jacket pocket (onto the empty side of the handkerchief).
Snap the envelope for effect. Tilt the envelope over the
table so both yellow sticks scatter onto the table. Look
inside the envelope and say, “Sorry folks – this was just a
rehearsal. I’ll do it again.”
From inside your jacket pocket, bring out what appears
to be the same red stick, but really the gaffed one, held
upright and gripped between the ﬁngers and thumb. The
yellow section is secretly hidden behind the thumb.
Drop this gaffed stick into the envelope, together with
the two genuine yellow ones.
State that this time you intend removing both yellow
sticks from inside the envelope. Reach inside and bring
out one of the single yellow sticks and display it, then
ditch it inside your jacket pocket (on the empty side of
the handkerchief). Reach inside and bring out what
appears to be the second yellow stick, but in fact is the
gaffed one, gripped between the ﬁngers and thumb of
the right hand so the yellow section is in view. This is
placed back inside the jacket pocket onto the empty side
of the folded handkerchief.
You are now left with one stick, a genuine yellow one.
Ask a spectator to feel the stick, which is presumed to be
red, through the paper material of the envelope, just to
prove it is still there. Dramatically snap the envelope and
boldly state that the red stick has completely vanished.
Toss the envelope onto the table so any spectator may
pick it up and investigate. When the yellow stick falls out,
say: “Wow! The red stick has magically changed colour…
it’s now yellow.”
Reach inside your jacket pocket and remove the two
genuine sticks (red and yellow) and add them to the
single one on display. Say: “Here’s the red one, and the
other yellow one, ready for me to present the same trick
another day!”
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COLOUR-MATCHIC!
Add a touch of colour to your magical effects!

Effect

Three spectators assist by selecting one of three matchboxes. The
performer now lays three sets of coloured matchsticks on the table
surface. These are sets of three different colours: red, yellow and
blue, six sticks of each colour. Spectators are requested to select a
coloured set and place it inside the matchbox of their choice, which
is closed. A small cardboard gift bag is examined and shown empty.
The matchboxes are dropped inside and one of the spectators is
asked to shake the bag vigorously.
One spectator is asked to name one of the colours. The performer,
holding the top of the bag high above her head, uses her right hand
to reach in and bring out one box at a time. Not only does she reveal
the coloured sticks inside each box, but she states that the one left
in the bag will be the one which the spectator has chosen to be the
nominated colour. After she is proven to be correct, the bag, boxes
and sticks can be left on the table for examination.

Requirements

X A small gift bag of the type which folds ﬂat, yet, when
assembled, stands upright on its own.

X Three empty regular matchboxes of the same brand.
X A packet of Crayola Coloured matchsticks (made for craft work,
without striking tips). These are available from Poundland shops,
containing a mixture of coloured sticks, with many duplicates.
These ﬁt inside the matchboxes. However, one set of colours (let’s
say blue) is cut slightly shorter than the others. These thin sticks
can be easily cut using a pair of sharp scissors. This means that
when this set of sticks is inside their closed box, the performer
can feel movement if she shakes it. The others don’t react
like this.
At the start, the three sets of sticks can be inside the individual
boxes, inside the gift bag.

Working and Presentation

Scatter the three matchboxes on the table and display the gift bag
empty. State that inside each box are six coloured matchsticks of the
type craft people often use. Further mention that these consist of
three different colours, red, yellow and blue. Open each box and
scatter the sticks in separate piles. “Just make sure there are six of
each different colour and have a look at the matchboxes”, you say
to a chosen spectator. “Now, sir, would you like to select one of
those colours, and then place the matching coloured sticks inside
one of the boxes.” Let’s say he selects red as the colour. Ask the
spectator to choose two further spectators to assist. Ask each to
select a box and a set of coloured sticks. Ask them each to place

their coloured sticks inside their boxes. All the boxes are closed.
Hold the top edge of the bag between the ﬁngers and thumb of
your left hand, whilst you collect the boxes, one at a time. First, take
the box which contains the sticks which the ﬁrst spectator selected.
Using your right hand, as you place this box inside the bag, push the
inner tray very slightly open, then allow the box to fall inside. The
other two boxes are also picked up and dropped inside, without any
interference. Hand the gift bag to the ﬁrst spectator and ask him to
shake it vigorously. Retrieve the bag and again hold it in your left
hand, slightly raised above your shoulder area.
Use your right hand to reach inside the bag, and quickly feel for
one of the closed boxes (not the open one at this stage). before
bringing it out, give it a brisk shake. If it has movement and rattles,
you know that this one contains the blue sticks. During this
procedure, you should turn your head away from the bag. Withdraw
the box and place it to your head, then immediately state that it
contains the blue sticks. Hand it to your spectator so they can open
it, to prove that this is so. Feeling inside again, bring out the second

closed box which contains the green sticks and as before, reveal the
coloured sticks within. State that the last one is the one which
contains the red sticks. Remove the box, secretly closing it before
it comes into view, then opened so the red sticks are shown. Show
the bag empty.
Now, should the ﬁrst spectator select blue as the chosen colour,
you know that this is the box which contains the shortened sticks,
so leave this to the last when feeling inside the bag. This means
that when you place the other two boxes inside, you must secretly
open one of them slightly (as before) as you place it inside the bag.
When removing each box, the two closed boxes are quickly
picked up individually, and shaken. You can leave the one which
rattles (blue sticks), and pick up the other (red) which you remove.
You can then bring out the box which is partly open and which
contains the yellow sticks, making sure you close the box before
bringing it out. The remaining box is removed, containing the blue
sticks as predicted. The same procedure is adopted should the
spectator choose yellow as the selected colour.

Small gift bag

Three regular
matchboxes

Crayola Coloured matchsticks
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CHRIS WARDLE

trick
I

t is always good to
be able to perform
close-up with
everyday objects
and this item ﬁts that
brief.
The performer pulls
out a small bottle of
hand sanitiser and
cleans their hands, saying that a magician’s hands have to
stay spotlessly clean as they are always under scrutiny from
an audience!
Placing the bottle aside, the performer pulls out a small,
white handkerchief from their top pocket or trouser pocket
and pushes it slowly into their ﬁst. With a magical blow, the
hand is opened, and the hankie has vanished. Looking down
at the hand gel bottle, this is now picked up and the lid
unscrewed. Reaching in, the performer pulls out the hankie
from the bottle: “How’s that for a clean ﬁnish!?”

Working

This was inspired when I remembered an effect I saw many
years ago where salt in a salt pot was transposed with a silk
handkerchief tucked into the performer’s hand. This is a lovely
effect, but salt pots come in many varieties and so you will
not know if the one you have ‘gimmicked’ will match the
others where you are working… and you also don’t want to
be carrying around a heavy, glass
salt pot! It would also look strange
to suddenly produce a salt pot from
your pocket, but taking out a bottle
of gel seems completely innocent. A
small hand gel bottle is now an
everyday sight, being sold in most
types of shops (newsagents,
chemists, supermarkets, at stations,
garages, airports, etc) and being
carried by more and more people in

You also don’t
want to be
carrying around a
heavy, glass salt
pot! It would also
look strange.
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Hand Gel Surprise
The hand cleaning
is just acting! The
bottle is empty
and has a nineinch white silk
tucked inside it
from the start.

handbags, briefcases and
pockets. It seems perfectly
natural that you might clean
your hands before beginning
a performance and this
creates a clean, thoughtful
and personable impression
on your audience. However,
the hand cleaning is just
acting! The bottle is empty
and has a nine-inch white
silk tucked inside it from the
start. Use a pencil to push it
down and into the edges of the bottle, so that, when casually
viewed, it appears to be full of white hand gel.
The labels on the bottle help to distract from the
contents here and using a bottle with a solidcoloured, opaque lid, means they cannot see the
liquid supposedly moving inside. (I use a 50ml
bottle of ‘Cussons Carex’ Moisture Plus Hand
Gel, which contains a white gel. The labels on
this are large and it has a solid, blue lid, so it
gives lots of coverage.)
Flip up the lid on the bottle, to open it and
pretend to pour a little into your cupped palm, place
the bottle down and rub your hands together. As real
gel is quickly absorbed and vanishes, this all appears
natural.
You now pull out a matching white silk from your pocket,
retrieving your thumb tip at the same time, so that this is on
your thumb ready for a standard silk vanish. Once the silk has
disappeared, focus attention on the hand gel bottle. With your
genuinely empty hand pick it up and invite a spectator to
unscrew the lid whilst you hold the bottle. This distraction
gives you ample time to ditch the thumb tip from your other
hand. You can then reach inside and slowly pull out the silk by
one corner, showing that the handkerchief has arrived in the
most unlikely of places!
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David Berglas MBE
In Conversation
with Charlie
Burgess

[Charlie writes about where the
inspiration for David’s work
comes from...]
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David says: “All the arts are alike. And, of
course Magic is an art form. It’s difﬁcult
for a musician to explain how he can
improvise or how a painter creates a
beautiful piece of art. It is a creative
process, which I don’t think anyone can
really explain. Similarly, I can create a

With Prince Charles

magic presentation in my mind but
cannot explain where the ideas come
from. Whenever someone asks me about
a standard routine that they want to
perform, within minutes I can usually
suggest a new and workable
presentation with some original twist.
The most memorable trick will always be
the one that seems impromptu and
unexpected.”
“Let me give you an example. In the
‘60s we often put on shows for the staff
of large factories, many of whom worked
night shifts. One of these was the
Rowntree chocolate factory in York, who
had their own, well-equipped theatre.
After an evening performance we were
given the opportunity to tour around the
factory, where they manufactured KitKat,
Smarties, Rolo, Polo mints and other
confectionery.”
“We all had to wear white hats and
overalls, for hygiene, so nobody could tell
whether we were regular visitors or
variety artists. Then we came to the room
where the polo mints were made.

Photo: TMC Archive

David Berglas is a past President of
The Magic Circle and has had an
extraordinary life and career in
magic. In celebration of the award of
his MBE, earlier this year, Charlie
Burgess visited David and convinced
him to open up his scrapbooks. YMC
Members who have attended J-Day in
the last few years will know the name
Richard Young, who hosts a star
interview at our one-day convention.
Richard is also the creator and host
of The Magicians’ Podcast, on which
he interviews some of the biggest
names in magic. Bob Gill interviewed
Richard to find out about the
podcast’s success.

Photo: TMC Archive

Cover Conjurers

Thousands of them were shooting out of
a huge hopper into a bin. (They are
actually made out of compressed powder,
not out of a sticky paste, which I had
thought.) A heavy peppermint mist hung
in the air and it was very noisy. I asked
the little old man, who had been
supervising this machine for many years,
whether the mints ever came out linked.
He looked at me blankly and with a
bemused expression shook his head. I
suddenly reached into the torrent of polo
mints and showed him that two of them
had linked. You can imagine his surprise
and confusion. (Remember he did not
know that I was a magician.) I casually
threw the linked mints into the hopper,
smiled at him and walked away.”
”This episode was talked about and
retold hundreds of time not only amongst
my fellow artists but the factory workers,
even two years later when I returned to
perform another show. It was a good
example of how a simple trick done at an
appropriate time will have the greatest
impact.”
David explains the best way to do an
effect: “Through many years of
experience I have found the way to

impress an audience is ﬁrst to tell them
what you are going to do, then to do it,
and ﬁnally tell them what you have just
done. Say for instance, that you are going
to ﬁnd the four aces. Tell your audience
that you will ask them to shufﬂe the
cards and then, without any suspicious
moves, you will take the cards and deal
the four aces. (You have alerted them and
they will watch you more closely. You
have also built up their expectations and
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Richard Young:
On the Rise
and Rise of
the Magicians’
Podcast
By Bob Gill

Michael Aspel surprises David Berglas at
a Magic Circle banquet by presenting him
with the big red book “This Is Your Life”

venues, Variety Theatres and Northern
Clubs were closing down and the Cruise
ship industry had not taken off yet.

access to. And it is huge fun.
basically, it’s the conversation I wish
I were able to have as a listener to the
podcast. I’m very aware that I’m standing
in for the listener in meeting and (gently)
interrogating the guest. I never give the
guest a list of the questions in advance.
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Bob: Who was your
favourite guest?
Richard: I can’t
possibly identify
one... it would be
like choosing a
favourite child...
but if I was forced to choose my
highlights they would include Derren
brown, Richard Cadell, Paul Daniels, Guy
Hollingworth and Andrew O’Connor.
If pushed I’d have to say that the
recent Andy Nyman episode is maybe my
absolute favourite (Episode 85); it had
incredible feedback from our audience,
and I think Andy is probably one of the
wisest and most beloved people in all of
magic.
As to Derren, I’d never ever met him,
but getting him on the show became a
natural part of the plan once the Podcast
had established itself: an obvious high
point to work towards. And when we did
S’
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Bob: What inspired you to start the
Podcast in the ﬁrst place?
Richard: There were two main
inﬂuences, one being Pete Wardell’s
Magic State Of Mind. Pete hadn’t done
any for a while and so I asked him if he
minded me starting one up in a different
style. He graciously agreed and appeared
on the second podcast. Stuart
Goldsmith’s excellent Comedian’s
Comedian Podcast was another big
inﬂuence, and he kindly gave me his
blessing to do a similar version with
magicians.
It was my friend Rob James who gave
me the nudge I needed. I’d mentioned
how much I loved Stuart’s and wished
there was a magic version. Rob said,
“There’s not one only because you
haven’t made it yet.” I had a lot of spare
time on my hands at the time, in between
close-up work and the very early days of
Young & Strange. I did it as a way to
spend time on something I loved, a
chance to get to meet different magicians Richard interviews Paul Daniels in Henley
August 2016
I otherwise wouldn’t necessarily get

live on their stage. Looking back, I’m
convinced I would have got greater depth
from him without an audience looking
on. The presence of an audience creates a
different atmosphere and inevitably
dampens the relaxation that puts the
interviewee at ease. And Michael is a
performer, who was on form that night,
and so he played to the
T HE M
A G IC
gallery at times, as a
seasoned performer
will. but it made for a
ﬁne podcast.
A
CH
RI

Bob: Have all the interviews been
conducted face-to-face?
Richard: Yes – right from the start I
believed I’d get a far better interview
through an informal conversation. The
interviews have either taken place at The
Magic Circle, or at the guest’s house or
workplace. One exception was Stuart of
barry & Stuart. With him living in LA and
barry in Wales, Stuart’s interview had to
be conducted via Skype. I’ve found being
on their own turf puts guests at their
ease, which can only be good for the
interview; and I get to see the fabulous
houses successful magicians live in!
Then The Magic Circle invited me to
record an interview with Michael Vine

Magicians were also worried that television
would expose their act, in both senses of
the word, and so on. And yet magic is
more popular than ever. Two highly
successful magic shows are touring the
world, television’s Britain’s Got Talent
has been duplicated in many countries
and has created magic stars, and, of
course, we have our television super-stars
of magic. A good professional magician
will always ﬁnd work. So, yes I think the
future of magic looks really bright.”
If you want to know more about
David’s early life, you can ﬁnd some video
clips on YouTube:
DavidberglasScrapbooks.com

Photo: Rob James

they are usually impressed before you
have even performed the trick.) Now do
the routine and get your applause. To
make a lasting impact, tell the audience
what you have just done, when they will
realise the ‘impossibility’ of what they
have just witnessed. You can apply this
principle to most tricks and you will be
surprised how much better the reaction
and how much more the audience will be
involved.”
As to the future of magic, David is
upbeat: “I have been asked about its
future for the last 70 years. Each year I
heard that magic was a dying art because
of new technology. Also, there were less

get to meet, I came to appreciate there are three
primary reasons for Derren’s unprecedented
success: ﬁrst, at heart he is a genuine, nice guy;
that shines through all his performances. And he’s
Derren for goodness’ sake! He is brilliant in his
own right, as a personality as well as a performer
and technician. Above all, he is a great
collaborator, who surrounds himself with people
of high quality, and is prepared to listen to them.
Getting in front of Dynamo had already taught
me that the best way to encourage Derren to
appear would be to work on the entire squad he
surrounded himself with. It became clear as
Sharkey & Long, Anthony Owen, Andrew
O’Connor, Andy Nyman and Michael Vine told the
respective aspects of the roles they each played in
Derren’s journey, that it could contribute to
Derren realising his inclusion would be the logical
conclusion to round that whole story out.
Bob: You’ll have to try that with Copperﬁeld.
Richard: It’s not for want of trying, believe me!
It would be the culmination of a dream for me,
and with respect to all my guests, a highlight of
the Podcast to get some insights into David’s
astonishing, unique story.
Bob: How could you prevent your inner fanboy
from intruding onto that interview; wouldn’t you
just be sat
looking at
him, saying to
yourself, “but
this is David
Copperﬁeld?”
Richard:
I have had the
pleasure of
interviewing
some of my
all-time
heroes, and
it is sometimes difﬁcult not to retreat into the
gushing admirer. It hasn’t been a problem so far
though, because without exception my heroes
have turned out to be very generous and
welcoming, and put me at my ease. So titans like
Hans Klok, Greg Frewin, Paul Daniels, Derren
brown and Wayne Dobson each made it so easy
and natural.
At heart the Podcast is about a relaxed
conversation with magic’s most interesting
people, and for whatever reason, that’s how it felt
during all the recordings.
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ast month I asked: Can you think of other magicians
whose choice of props has a big impact on the way
the come across to an audience? Or do you do a
particular trick that you think the props you use
have a big impact on?
Following on from the examples of Max Malini and The Ehrlich
brothers one Member wrote to me to with an few examples of
their own:
Examples that came to mind were Paul Gertner’s cups and
steel balls, in which the steel balls not only technically
enhance the trick, since they increase its difﬁculty, but also
create an audible aid to the audience. In combination with
his slowly-presented routine it looks completely fair.
On the other side of the spectrum, we have Piff the Magic
Dragon, who uses a costume to create the character that is
very different to him as a real person. Some people perhaps
do not even recognise him without the outﬁt! In addition, we
have Mister Pifﬂes (a chihuahua in a dragon costume) who,
in America’s Got Talent, was used as a way to introduce
danger and also to create an emotional connection to the
audience.
He offered some great advice for any magician, young or old:
I think that a magician should ensure that there is a reason
why every prop they use is on stage, why it is used a certain
way, and that the prop gives the audience an accurate
representation of the character they want to portray. Nothing
should just lie in front of your audience with no apparent
reason.
Finally, he points out a problem with the way props can impact
an audience’s view of an act:
Sometimes the overuse of props can lead to the spectators
predicting the outcome of the trick without the magician
being aware of it (this can be useful at times, in order to
create tension). For example, in Sweden’s Got Talent, the
judges have reached a point at which the production of
ladies from boxes seems predictable and fails to amaze them
because the props are being overused.

n Starters
It is certainly an issue for a magician that
audiences have, often incorrect, ideas
about what magicians do and how they do
it. A couple more examples might be the
association between magicians and
playing cards or magicians and sleeves.

Pick a Card...

by Will Houstoun

trick using something other than
cards. As soon as you use
Monopoly cards, Uno cards,
football trading cards or
something else that is not a
conventional pack people will
think of it as something other
than a card trick.

You will not have to try and do card tricks
for too many people before you discover
Up Your Sleeve
The other example I mentioned is
that when you spread a pack out asking
that often if you show someone a
someone to take a card they will
trick they will say, “I think you
sometimes say: “Oh, I have seen this one
used your sleeves”, afterwards,
before!” It is very unlikely that this is the
even if the trick is something like
case, and clearly at this point in the trick
a mindreading effect that the
there is no way for them to know, but they
sleeves couldn’t possibly help
still say it. Why might this be? I think it is
with. This is because lots of
because people watching a magic trick
people have heard about the idea
assume that if it starts the same way as
of magicians using sleeves but
something else they have seen it must be
Piff the Magic Dragon
don’t know much more than that.
the same all the way through, and there
So, how do you deal with that? I think there are two options.
are a lot of card tricks that start with a card being chosen!
One is to roll up your sleeves and remove the possibility before
How can you get
anyone mentions it. The other is to do a trick based on the idea.
around this problem?
If you have a trick where you make a chosen card appear in
One solution is to
your pocket you could present it by saying: “You may have
address it in your
presentation. You could heard of magicians using their sleeves to do their magic, let me
say: “It is a well-known show you how that works…” You can then do your usual card
fact that every magician to pocket routine but pretend that you are actually ﬂicking the
who does card tricks has card up your sleeve, under your arm, across your body and into
to have a card chosen at your pocket!
some point in their
show, but once you have Over to You...
Can you think of other props that you think cause a problem
chosen the card I am
for a magician’s performance when an audience see them? Or
going to show you
something that no other things that audiences think or say often that cause problems in
a performance? What about things that you can do to get
magician in the world
around them?
does…” With that line
E-mail me your thoughts to
(as long as it is true!)
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk and I will publish a selection
nobody will think they
in the next Secrets as we continue our conversation about
have seen the trick
magic!
before. Another option
would be to do a card

Paul Gertner
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reviews
52 Shades of Red
by Shin Lim

you won’t be taking this routine around the tables with you!
However, you could feasibly perform this in parlour conditions
Instructional DVD, cards and gimmicks. $81 (£47) from your
providing you had plenty of control of the performance/lighting.
favourite dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies,
To get your money’s worth, I think performing a stripped-back
www.MurphysMagic.com.
version at the table using just the gaffed deck and gimmicks
Reviewed by Lewis Starnes
supplied feels like the most sensible route. You’ll still deliver
some great visual magic which is practical and contained within
It’s fair to describe Shin Lim’s 52 Shades of Red as a ‘project.’ one card box; however it goes without saying that nothing can
This is a colour-changing deck routine which formed sevenbe examined. Shin invites viewers to build their own routines
minute segment during Shin’s stage show in China. A lot
from the ideas and modules presented. Of particular note is a
happens during this routine! I’ve summarised the routine brieﬂy card box colour change, that is clean, visual and a credit to Shin.
below but anyone with the internet handy should check out the
In summary I think you’ll need quite speciﬁc performing
full routine here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=CfmKMV_a0nw conditions to consider really working on this routine. If you do
brieﬂy, with a wave of the hand a ribbon-spread, blue deck of have these, and a visual, multiple colour-changing cards routine
cards appears. Some court cards seem to materialise from
appeals, then do consult this project.
nowhere and are used to vanish three blue-backed aces from
the deck very cleanly. The aces have ‘assembled’ under the
Lotz of Magic for Kidz
fourth ace. Next, the aces’ backs visually change to red before
by John Breeds
the faces disappear, leaving four blank cards. The deck then
214 page book. £38 available from www.johnbreeds.com
follows suit, with all ﬁfty-two cards becoming red-backed and
the faces disappear. To conclude, the faces of the cards reappear Reviewed by Quentin Reynolds
and the deck returns to blue-backed before, ﬁnally, the deck
John breeds, inventor of the Visible Magic Painting, brings to
and box disappears. Even this short description doesn’t quite
market his second book for children’s and family entertainers.
cover the full effect; if like me, you enjoy watching magic (I
Like myself, John believe that a good show for children
must get out more) then do follow the above link. It’s an
ambitious routine; I’m not sure its 100% deceptive in places but should be properly structured with strong magic and endless
fun. Not for him the notion that lots of screaming and shouting
overall it has some nice moments of magic.
necessarily constitutes good entertainment. Fortunately for us
To recreate this routine you’ll need the very gaffed deck of
the book is literally crammed with examples from his
cards supplied, the special gimmicks included and some
professional repertoire.
stationary. Over the two DVDs
John has updated the classic Mental Epic as Pro Epic,
supplied Shin focuses on the
colour-changing deck routine and routined it for a family audience, and changed the handling for
an increasing level of amazement, whereas with the old version
variations you can apply. He also
the ﬁnal revelation was the weakest.
covers eight to nine different
Some of the tricks require assembly and full illustrated
utilities and applications focusing
instructions are given, even where to source the components. If
on the ‘gimmicks’ supplied.
If you do watch the video you’ll you are totally ham-ﬁsted, it shouldn’t be hard to ﬁnd a local
model maker hobbyist and you will have props that no one else
know that this card routine is a
has. I came across the old YES NO game in William Larsen’s
real performance piece. Shin
Conjuring For Children but never had much success with it. I
performs it under spotlight on
wish I’d known John’s version as he has completely routined it
stage with everything projected
into a few minutes of solid laughs.
onto a screen. There are some
If you ever wanted to do the now popular comedy vent mask
aspects of the performance that
bit, John has a routine that is fun and can be made up with a
requite a stage set up; the black
couple of items most magicians will ﬁnd at home. No mask
art principle is used occasionally
needed.
together with a servant. In short,
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John has a knack
of taking tricks not
normally
associated with
children’s shows
and routining them
into featured
effects. Many of
the routines will
also ﬁt into your
adult stand-up
show. There’s a fun
Just Chance (bankNite) routine with
socks pegged onto
a rope where the
birthday child
always gets the big prize and there is no force or any kind of
contrived process.
Cover The Spot is a chapter on the old carnival game where
ﬁve discs have to cover a red spot. An extra money-spinner for
your outdoor or charity shows, all details given.
There’s so much more. Tricks for both younger and older
children, close-up routines, my highlights being an adaption of
a RINK trick published in The Ganson Book, and a clever
routine using of the old Rabbit/Duck optical illusion. A puzzle
with a rope was new to me and it can be routined with the G W
Hunter Puzzle Knot.
Sprinkled through the book are gags, lines and amusing
stories. It’s a real compendium of entertainment and I highly
recommend it to all children’s and family entertainers.

The Method of False Solutions
and The Magic Way
by Juan Tamariz

10.5 by 7.4 ins. hardbound book with photographs, 296 pgs. $47
(£29) from your favourite dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s
Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com.
Reviewed by Mike O’Brien
It is some considerable time ago that the ﬁrst edition of this
book was published. It soon sold out and the only way to get a
copy was by going onto ebay and buying a copy there at a
sizeable premium to the original price.
The new revised and enlarged edition is hard covered, 267

pages long and with 253 photographs and illustrations. The
photos are larger than in the ﬁrst edition and are better for it.
The book has been published by Hermetic Press Inc.
So what is The Magic Way? The Magic Way is basically a
book on Tamariz’s theory of how to create a magic effect or to
improve an old one. Its main aim is to produce an effect that is
totally bafﬂing and entertaining and to give the impression of
real magic. Ideally the spectator should be so entranced by the
effect that he has no desire to know how it was achieved.
To follow The Magic Way the reader needs to follow eight
basic steps and these steps in turn are broken down again. The
ﬁrst step starts with a description of the effect that you are
trying to create. Tamariz demonstrates the method by taking
the basic effect of vanishing a coin and then reproducing it
from the magician’s ear. Apart from established methods to
bring about an effect The Magic Way could result in new
methods being developed.
Following an example of using the
method for the vanish and
reproduction of a coin he then
applies the system to ﬁrstly
the Ambitious Card and then
to Koran’s Divination. He then
shows how it has been applied
to the Spirit Slates, which he
tells us has an impact on an
audience greater than any
other effect that he performs.
Finally in this section he then
works through one of his
versions of Oil and Water. The
ﬁnal part of the book describes
a further nineteen methods for
performing Oil and Water, all
developed with The Magic
Way, to show how fertile the
system is in bringing about
new solutions to an effect.
If you wish either to create your own effects or improve
existing ones then this book is for you. Also the effects
explained, e.g. Koran’s Divination, The Spirit Slates, are well
worth knowing. Highly recommended.
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puzzlecorner
Playing Card
Riddle

You are trapped in a room where your only means of escape are four doors, each
guarded by one of the four kings. There are no windows, the room has a ceiling, and
there is nothing else in the room. You must go past one of the kings. Which king
would you try to get past and why?
(Clue: You might ﬁnd this easier to ﬁgure out by taking the four kings out of your own
pack of cards and examining them closely.)
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